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his sense of the unity of all things, of the indwelling of the
divine spirit in matter, of the joy of God in his world. It
helped also to develop his tolerance, and Akbar tells us of
its growth.
Formerly I persecuted men into conformity with my faith and
deemed it Islam; as I grew in knowledge, I was overwhelmed with
shame; not being a Muslim myself, it was unmeet to force others to
become such; for what constancy can be expected from proselytes
on compulsion ?
This tolerance grew as Akbar realized the strength of
religious conviction in Muslim and Hindu alike, and as
he grew to hate the bitter intolerance of the orthodox moul-
vies and pandits. He came as we have seen even to admire
the idealism in such hideous practices as sati, in which
the less sympathetic eyes of European visitors saw only a
method invented by men to prevent their wives poisoning
them! Cruel as it was, Indian heroism sometimes rose in
this custom to great heights: Akbar could not but admire
the Rajput women of Chitor. 'I am the lioness-mate of a
great soul', said one Indian Rani to her son when he sought
to hold her back from the flames. And the Mogul women
were not less devoted or heroic.
Of the family life of the Moguls it is hard to speak
without exaggerating on the one hand its fineness and
on the other the brutality into which it often lapsed. *Do
nothing to hurt your brothers even if they deserve it', said
the dying Babur to Humayun, who kept the charge at
terrible cost. His life in spite of hardship and failure was
one of married happiness with Hamida, and their great
son Akbar was a good father and generous to all his house.
But Jahangir rewarded him by black treachery, and we
see Shah Jahan and Aurungzeb both in turn lapsing into
deeds of unnatural cruelty, such as the blinding of the
charming Prince Khusru and the imprisonment of the
aged Shah Jahan in his turn by his ambitious son. Bitter
experience speaks in the saying of Aurungzeb, 'Never

